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Abstract

This Days networks are growing rapidly and managing this networks becomes harder too. A similar case can be seen in the leader election area. leader election is the process of designating a single process as the organizer of some task distributed among several nodes. first we discussed about primary leader election algorithms (bully and ring) and their improvements then considering some assumptions we have proposed two new schemes and discussed about some aspects of them. We proposed Sun(n) and Divided(n) algorithms that can be seen as a tradeoff between bully and ring algorithms. Note that if proposed algorithms didn’t work then the original algorithm will be done. That is this algorithms are optionally and just try to reduce latency in the vast networks. In general our paper provide a survey and a good vision of designing leader election algorithms.

1. Introduction

In distributed computing, leader election is the process of designating a single process as the organizer of some task distributed among several computers (nodes). In many cases we need a coordinator in the network for coordination tasks. When this coordinator crashes, we have to select another process as the substitute. Here leader election algorithms appear. In this paper we discussed about main leader election algorithms and some of their aspects in the sections 1, 2 and 3. then their improvements are explained. However our main centralization is on the ring algorithm. Two new schemes are proposed too in the sections 4 and 5. In the section 7 conclusion and comparisons are provided too. Reading this paper gives a good vision for designing a good algorithm depending on your conditions.

2. Bully Algorithm

Suppose one process P[i] detects that the coordinator has crashed and now we require to find new coordinator for coordination operation in system. All of the processes have one process number. Bully algorithm for choosing the best substitute (biggest process number), follows this steps:

a) P[i] sends “ELECTION” message to all processes that have bigger number than P[i].

b) Each process that is active and it’s number is bigger than P[i], will send a “OK” message to P[i].

c) If P[i] has received even one “OK” message, it will know that it can not be the coordinator else it will repeat steps a to c.

d) Finally one process that has bigger number than others and hasn’t received any “OK” message, announce itself as new coordinator to all of the processes by “COORDINATOR” message.

Suppose that we have n active processes in a distributed system and middle process with process number \( \lceil n/2 \rceil \) detects that coordinator has crashed. Assume that mm(i) is total number of messages that process p[i] sends (“ELECTION” message) and receives (“OK” message) after sending:

\[
\text{Number of messages} = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \text{mm}(i) = 0+0+...+0+\text{mm}(\lfloor n/2 \rfloor -1) + \text{mm}(\lceil n/2 \rceil) + \text{mm}(\lfloor n/2 \rfloor +1) + ... + \text{mm}(n) = 0+0+...+0+\text{mm}(\lfloor n/2 \rfloor) + \text{mm}(\lfloor n/2 \rfloor +1) + ... + \text{mm}(n) = (\lceil n/2 \rceil + \lfloor n/2 \rfloor) + (\lfloor n/2 \rfloor - 1) + (\lceil n/2 \rceil -1) + ... + 0 \approx n + (n-2) + ... + 0 \Rightarrow O(n^2)
\]

Figure 1. Primary bully algorithm

Steps are:
1-P[i] sends "ELECTION" to greater ones
2. P[j] sends "OK" to P[i] where j>=i
3. P[j] sends "ELECTION" to greater ones
4. P[j] receives "OK" from greater ones that are not down
5. greatest one broadcasts "COORDINATOR" message
=> we have 5 steps and latency = 1+1+1+1+1=5

2.1. Improvement

In the step b of this algorithm processes can send their numbers to P[i](instead of "OK" message) so in the step c, process P[i] can choose biggest number (considering received numbers) and announce it as coordinator by broadcasting the "COORDINATOR" message. So in the first step of this algorithm P[i] will send an "ELECTION" message, then it will receive bigger numbers of active processes, then it will select biggest one and announce it as coordinator by sending a "COORDINATOR" message. Considering this steps and previous assumptions the

Number of messages = \[\left\lceil \frac{n}{2} \right\rceil + \left\lceil \frac{n}{2} \right\rceil + n \equiv 2n \Rightarrow O(n)\]
Number of steps = 3
Latency = 1+1+1=3

3. Token Ring Algorithm

In this algorithm, similar to the bully algorithm, each process has one process number. but we have one difference here. In token ring algorithm each process in the ring must save addresses (ring's map).

Suppose that process P[i] detects that coordinator has crashed and now it want to find new coordinator for coordination operation in the system by ring algorithm. This algorithm works as below:

a) Process P[i] sends one token with "ELECTION" title to the next process in the ring. (to P[i+1]).

b) If next process doesn't reply, then process P will suppose that next process is down and will send "ELECTION" message to second next process in the ring (to P[i+2]). P[i] repeats this works until finds next process that is not in down status and has Received the "ELECTION" message. Founded process repeats this work too, and this will go on till election message returns back to the process P[i]. each process when receives "ELECTION" message; before forwarding that, puts it's process number in that message.

c) When the "ELECTION" message returns back, then P[i] will choose the biggest process number as coordinator(between process numbers in the "election" message). then it wheels a "COORDINATOR" message in the ring to announce new coordinator.

In this case, we have two round of "message passings" in the ring. First for "CRASH" and "ELECTION" massages and second for "COORDINATOR" message. So we have 2 step and the number of messages and average time are as below:

Number of messages = 2*n =2n \Rightarrow O(n)
Latency = 2*n =2n \Rightarrow O(n)

Note that each process adds it's number to the "ELECTION" message, so when number of processes increase (specially in the end of ring), overheard increases too. For solving this problem we edit this algorithm as each process adds its number to the "ELECTION" message as "biggest" only when its number is bigger than "biggest" number in the message. In another word we can send only biggest one instead of all of the numbers.

Now assume that more than one process detect that coordinator is crashed and send token in the ring. In this case we have additional overhead and even consistency may be refused. For solving this problem we can change algorithm as; when one of this processes(that has sent an "ELECTION" message), receives message that is sent from other ones it will follow this rules:

a) If the number of this process is bigger than the number of sender process, it will kill the message.

b) If the number of this process is less than sender's number, it will let this message go round.

4. Sun Algorithm Idea

Assume that we just can forward messages clockwise or we don't want to use duplex links. In the sun ring algorithm similar to the ring algorithm we have a ring, but this ring is divided into m multiple subrings. We can divide the ring with n process to the d subrings (d<n). however total number of messages in this algorithm is not less than original ring algorithm but the overall latency is reduced. this algorithm for choosing new coordinator passes the below steps:

a) P[i] which has detected that the coordinator has crashed; wheels the "election" message (token) with its process number as "starter" in the ring.
b) When a process that its numbers is a multiple of m (i mod m =0, denoted by Pm) receives the "election" message, it starts wheeling this message in the ring of the processes that their numbers are a multiple of m (denoted by Pm ring). This message contains first Pms number that has forwarded message as "informer".

c) Each Pm when receives "election" message, starts wheeling an "election" message with its number as "subring-biggest" to the next process in the related subring.

d) Each process that is not a Pm when receives "election" message, if it's process number is bigger than "biggest", adds it's number to this message as (in place of) "biggest" and then forwards it to the next process.

e) When the "election" message returns back to the informer (after wheeling in all of the rings), it kills this message and sends a "M-coordinator" message to the next Pm with its Number as the "ring-biggest" too.

f) Each Pm when receives "election" message, kills the "election" message then considering "subring-biggest" in the "election" message and its own number it will choose the biggest one as "subring-biggest". then it waits for "M-coordinator" message.

g) Each Pm that has received both "election" and "M-coordinator" messages, compares "ring-biggest" with "subring-biggest" and chooses biggest one as "ring-biggest". After that it will pass "ring-biggest" to the next Pm with "M-coordinator" message.

h) When "M-coordinator" message, received this message returns back to the informer, it will get "ring-biggest" and kills this message. then starts wheeling a "coordinator" message with "ring-biggest" as coordinator in a sun ring method. (i.e. wheeling in the ring of Pms and Each Pm will wheel this message into its subring too).

In the figure 3 it is shown that how this algorithm works and messages are numbered. For example 1e means sending "election" message in the step 1 and 3Mc means sending "M-coordinator" message in the step 3 and 22C means sending "coordinator" message in the step 22. As we described, we have 3 step here that is wheeling this messages:

   a)"election" message(in the Pm ring and subsequently in the subrings)
   b)"M-coordinator" message (in the Pm ring)
   c)"coordinator" message (in the Pm ring and subsequently in the subrings). so number of messages and latency are as below:

Number of messages = (m+n)+m+(m+n) => O(m+n)

For computing the overall latency we have to compute it in the last subring:

1- receiving "election" message from the Pm ring and forwarding it to the informer through subring = (m)+n/m
2-"M-coordinator" returns back to the informer and last comparison take place (m comparisons takes place) = latency in step one+m
3- informer starts wheeling a "coordinator" message after steps one and two that is (m+n/m)+m).
4- "coordinator" message returns back to the informer through subring after step 3= (2m+(n/m)) + (m+n/m)

So latency = 4(m)+2(n/m) => O(m+(n/m))

Now assume that more than one process ( each one is denoted by Pcrash) detect that coordinator is crashed. It can lead in overhead, latency or even unconsistency; for solving this problem, each Pm that has received "election" message from more than one informer follows this rules:

a. Each informer starts sun ring algorithm only towards the first Pcrash and kills "election" messages after that.

b. Each Pm that has started sun ring algorithm as informer, will kill other informer's messages and sends received information to the biggest informer through Pm ring.

c. In the rule b, only when we have new informations sending operation will take place.

![Figure 3. Sun(1) ring algorithm(u=16)](image)

5. Sun(n) ring Algorithm

Now we can extend and use this method again and again till internal ring's length is greater than u (Assume that we use a fix constant(u) in divisions), each time we divide the internal ring (iTH ring), new ring(Ri+1) and subrings(sRi) will be made. Each subring from ring i has u nodes of ring i and with connecting division points (end points of a ring's subrings) we have next internal ring(i+1'TH ring) that its length is: Li+1=(Li)/u
For example assume that first division length (L1) is 128 and u is 4 then next divisions will have this lengths (number of connections): L2 = 64, L3 = 16, L4 = 4. as you see, in this case each L is an exponent of u.

Figure 4. Sun(2) ring algorithm(u=4)

In the following we have extended this method once more(Sun2) with a fix constant in divisions. Here the number of nodes in iTH ring is denoted by Li. Below you can see an example. In the figure 4, first we have a ring with 64 points(L1=64), then we use constant 4 for making division that will result a ring with 16 nodes (L2=16). Note that in the figure 3 our constant (u) is 16. Again we divide the internal ring (with 16 node) and make a ring with 4 nodes(L3=4). As you see, now it is look like the sun.

Assume that wheel(X, Y) means wheeling message "X" in the "Y" and sRi means subrings of iTH ring and Ri means iTH ring. Steps are:

- a) wheel(election, R3)
- b) wheel(election, R2)
- c) wheel(election, R1)
- d) wheel(M-coordinator, R3)
- e) wheel(coordinator, R3)
- f) wheel(coordinator, R2)
- g) wheel(coordinator, R1)

As you see we have 8 steps here and in sun(n) when we have r rings(r=n+1), number of messages and latency can be computed as below (according sun(2)):

Number of messages = (L3 + L2 + L1) + L3 + (L3 + L2 + L1) = 2(L3 + L2 + L1) + L3

So number of messages = 2* \[ \sum_{i=1}^{r} L_i \] + L_r , Li=L/u^i

Here we have to pass three messages (election, M-coordinator, coordinator). Assume that node "a" is an informer and messages are passing clockwise. Most latency will be seen in the last parts. So for computing the average time we have this steps:

Step 1:
1- "election" message returns back to the Point "a" after wheel(election,R3)+ wheel(election,sR2)+ wheel(election,sR1) = L3 + u + u = r*(r-1)*u

Step 2:
2- "M-coordinator" message returns back to the Point "a" after passing step one and (L3) comparison =2*(L3)+2u. => 2*(L3)+(r-1)*u

Step 3 (after maximum time between step one and two):
3- Point "a" will wheel "coordinator" message in all of the rings that is latency in step two+L3+2u =3*(L3)+4u => 3*(L1/(u^m)) +2*(r-1)*u.

so latency = 3*(L1/(u^m)) +2*(r-1)*u

Here we reduced latency. Note that in the bully algorithm all of the processes that have bigger number of P[i], send their information to the P[i], but in the sun ring algorithm only next and previous nodes in the ring or subrings communicate with informer. so we have less number of collisions towards the bully algorithm (when number of processes is large and i is a small number).

6. Divided ring Algorithm

Now we want to relax the "duplex link" assumption. In this algorithm we have a node as informer that can inform some points of the ring and improve ring algorithm's speed. In the figure 5 an informer with 4 point is shown.

This algorithm works as below:

- a) Each node that has detected crashing of the coordinator, wheels "election" message in the main ring (like the original ring algorithm)
- b) Each node that is a point of informer and has detected the crashing or received the "election" message, send "crash" message to the informer.
- c) Informer informs its points (division points) with sending "election" message to all of its points
- d) Each point that has received the "election" message and is not down, will send a reply back to the informer.
- e) If informing received more than one reply, it sends a "divide" message to the associated points.
- f) Each point that has received the "divide" message (denoted by Di), if it has not sent "election" message yet, now it wheel this message in its subRing.
- g) Each Di that has received election message, kills this message and gives this information to the informer.
- h) When informer gets information of all Di's, it will select the best one according received informations
and will send a "coordinator" message (with new coordinator number) to all of the Di's.
i) Each Di wheels this "coordinator" message in its subring, so all of the ring nodes will know about new coordinator.

As you see number of steps (since informer is informed about crashing) is 7, and after sending "divide" message; latency and messages are: (Assume that number of points is P, number of points that are not down is D and number of ring nodes is L1)
Message = D + (L1) + D + D + (L1) ≡ 3D + 2 * (L1)
Time = 1 + (L1/D) + 1 + 1 + (L1/D) = 3 + (2 * (L1)/D)

![Figure 5. Divided(1) ring algorithm(u=4)](image)

![Figure 6. Divided(2) ring algorithm(u=4)](image)

The interesting part of this algorithm is that; if informer is down, original ring algorithm will be done and with using informer, we just try to improve ring algorithm's speed.

Assume that we have a constant number in division (u) that specify our partition numbers and original ring's length is L1 so each time we are dividing a ring or a subring into u parts. So with first division we have u subrings (partitions) that each one have (L1/u) length (L2=L1/u). In the second division we have u partition in each part that each one have L2/u length. In another word now we have u^2 part that each one have L1/(u^2) length. Ignoring collisions the division process can continue till partition length is big enough and division improves the performance. So in mTH division:

Lm = L1/(u^m)
Number of partitions = u^m
Number of messages for making u partitions = u-1
Number of messages = two round of message passing; first for wheeling "election" message and the second one for wheeling "coordinator" message
≡ 2 L1 + 3 (u^m)
Latency = m + Lm + m + Lm = 3m + 2Lm = 3m + 2*L1 / u^m

We can use a combination of sun and divided ring algorithms too. For example in the divided ring algorithm in the step m and p we can wheel the "election" and "coordinator" messages in the related subrings using sun technology. It is shown in the figure 7.

![Figure 7. A combination example](image)

7. conclusion

This paper gave you a good vision about leader election algorithms and designing issues. Now depending on your condition, you can design the best architecture. For example now you know that in the small networks, bully algorithms is the best one.

However if you have a ring network, you choose the ring algorithm and if your network is vast and has a lots of nodes, considering number of collisions and depending on the conditions like position of nodes, the distance between them and duplexing of the links you can use one of the above algorithms or a combination of them. Below
you can see a conclusion of this paper and a comparison between leader election algorithms:

### Table 1. A comparison between leader election Algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>messages</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bully</td>
<td>O(n)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>O(n)</td>
<td>O(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S(n)</td>
<td>$2 \sum_{i=1}^{r} L_i + L_r = 3(L1/(u^n)) + 2(r-1)*u$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(n)</td>
<td>$2<em>L1+3</em>(u^n)$</td>
<td>$3n+2*(L1/(u^n))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Computed number of Messaes and latency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With 64 nodes</th>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>messages</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bully</td>
<td>first P[32] detects that coordinator is crashed</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S(1)</td>
<td>We have 4 division points(Pm) u=4</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(1)</td>
<td>We have 4 division points(Pm) u=4</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S(2)</td>
<td>u = 4</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(2)</td>
<td>u=4</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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